
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 
 
1.) The acropolis ---- and ---- layers of civilization 
starting with the Bronze Age and going on to 
Greek and Roman times. 

 
A) is being excavated / would show 
B) had been excavated / is showing 
C) was being excavated / had shown 
D) should be excavated / would have shown 
E) has been excavated / shows 

2.) Britain ---- French and German demands that 
the EU----to plan and run its own military 
operations. 

 
A) is accepting / will have been able 
B) accepted / has been able 
C) had accepted / was able 
D) accepts / had been able 
E) has accepted / should be able 
 
3.) For most people exchange rates ---- how 
much they ---- when they go on holiday abroad. 

 
A) determine / can spend 
B) determined / had spent 
C) have determined / will have spent 
D) had determined / spent 
E) would determine / could have spent 
 
4.) No one ---- the powerful influence that Plato --
- on much subsequent philosophical work. 

 
A) disputed / will have had 
B) can dispute / has had 
C) had disputed / had 
D) may have disputed / had had 
E) will have disputed / would have had 

5.) Kaliningrad is the Russian Baltic port where 
Immanuel Kant ---- most of his life, but at that 
time it ---- as Konigsberg. 

 
A) has spent / is known 
B) had spent / has been known 
C) spent / was known 
D) was spending / would be known 
E) had been spending / must have been known 
 
6.) Obviously a great many improvements ---- 
but many people continue ---- by the continuing 
poverty in the region and lack of diversity. 

 
A) will have been achieved/ to have been troubled 
B) were achieved / having been troubled 
C) are being achieved / being troubled 
D) have been achieved / to be troubled 
E) had been achieved / having troubled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
7.) The EU ---- that the establishment of the 
International Criminal Court ---- a milestone 
achievement in global human rights protection. 

 
A) believed / may have represented 
B) had believed / has represented 
C) has believed / represented 
D) believes / represents 
E) would have believed / had represented 
 
8.) It ---- true that property prices in Ireland and 
Spain ---- by 208 and 150 per cent, respectively, 
since 1997. 
 

A) may be / would increase 
B) has been / had increased 
C) was / increased 
D) could be / would have increased 
E) is / have increased 
 
9.) In Mozambique, the 1992 peace accord that --
-- 15 years of civil war ---- a blanket amnesty for 
all those who had committed war crimes. 

 
A) has ended / had mandated 
B) had ended / would have mandated 
C) ended / mandated 
D) ends / will mandate 
E) could have ended / has mandated 

10.) Many observers predict that as China ---- to 
open itself, state control ----. 

 
A) has continued / had eased 
B) continues / will ease 
C) continued / could have eased 
D) will continue / has eased 
E) had continued / may have eased 
 
11.) Although archaeological exploration of Tibet 
----, evidence of civilization in the region ---- back 
to at least 4000 B.C. 

 
A) was limited / will have to date 
B) is limited / had dated 
C) had been limited / has dated 
D) has been limited / dates 
E) will be limited / must have dated 
 
12.) Some Italian film-makers believe that once 
Americans ---- making films in Rome again, local 
films ---- as well. 

 
A) would start / had flourished 
B) have started / will have flourished 
C) will start / are flourishing 
D) start / will flourish 
E) started / would flourish 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

13.) If things ---- according to plan, the book ---- 
by this time next year. 

 
A) go / will have been published 
B) have gone / would have been published 
C) went / was to be published 
D) were going / has been published 
E) will go / will be published 
 
14.) Included with the account of his journey 
down the Amazon there ---- engaging stories ---- 
by the unusual people he meets. 

 
A) have been / recounting 
B) were / being recounted 
C) are / recounted 
D) will be / to have been recounted 
E) would be / to be recounted 

15.) The US presidential election of 1800 ---- 
notorious on account of the unforeseen 
constitutional problems it ----. 

 
A) is / has presented 
B) has been / presented 
C) would be / presents 
D) had been / would present 
E) was / presented 
 
16.) Having found the appropriate archives, it is 
now possible ---- with some degree of certainty 
what really ----. 
 

A) reconstructing / happens 
B) to reconstruct / happened 
C) to have reconstructed / has happened 
D) having reconstructed / had happened 
E) to be reconstructed / was happening 
 
17.) Although there ---- some growth in the non-
oil sector, Nigeria ---- dangerously reliant on 
hydrocarbon revenues. 

 
A) has been / remains 
B) had been / would remain 
C) was / would have remained 
D) must be / has remained 
E) is / had remained 
 
18.) In 1972, two collective burials ---- under an 
overhanging rock at Qilakitsoq, a small Inuit 
settlement on the west coast of Greenland, ---- to 
about A.D. 1475. 

 
A) are discovered / dated 
B) were discovered / dating 
C) have been discovered / having dated 
D) had been discovered / having been dated 
E) were being discovered / having to be dated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19.) In 1989, Jennifer Johnson of Sanford, 
Florida, ---- the first woman ---- of transferring 
cocaine to her unborn baby through the 
umbilical cord. 

 
A) was becoming / having been convicted 
B) has become / to convict 
C) would become / to be convicting 
D) became / to be convicted 
E) had become / convicting 

20.) Smoking ---- in almost all segments of the 
American population, so that, in various polls, 
60 to 65% of Americans ---- non-smokers today. 

 
A) declines / may have been 
B) has declined / are 
C) had declined / would be 
D) could have declined / will be 
E) declined / were 
 
21.) If a new environmental or safety rule ---- in 
the auto industry, executives warn that the 
company ---- money. 
 

A) were to be proposed / had lost 
B) had been proposed / would have lost 
C) will be proposed / is going to lose 
D) were proposed / should lose 
E) is proposed / will lose 

22.) Since 1985, Bolivia ---- economic changes 
that ---- phenomenally successful. 
 

A) implemented / had been 
B) has implemented / have been 
C) was implementing / were 
D) implements / are 
E) had implemented / will be 
 
23.) For a long time, psychologists ---- that major 
personality makeovers ---- im-possible. 

 
A) have believed / are 
B) believe / are going to be 
C) believed / will be 
D) would have believed / have been 
E) had believed / had been 
 
24.) When Germany ---- Yugoslavia 1941, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina ----- part of the Nazi-controlled 
Croatia. 

 
A) has invaded / had been made 
B) had invaded / would have been made 
C) invaded / were made 
D) invades / have been made 
E) was to invade / could have been made 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

25.) If she ---- more pessimistic, most probably 
she ---- up, but instead, she went on trying. 

 
A) were / had given 
B) has been / has given 
C) had been / may have given 
D) is / will give 
E) were / would have given 
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